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Creative outlier sports manual
Creative® is one of the most recognizable companies involved in the production and marketing of digital sound cards, attacking the accompanying multimedia products. The company is known for its successes in the early 90's, when the market was offered the first sound card Sound Blaster, which then became a benchmark for many fans
in the field of sound transmission. Now the company's branches are scattered in all corners of the world, and every year the company continues to surprise us with unique quality innovations.Today we have in our hands ultra-light wireless waterproof intra-channel headphones with a Microphone Creative® Outlier Sports. A lightweight and
comfortable headset will be used for active people and those who play sports and prefer to listen to good quality music during classes. To begin with, learn the specifications of the headphones.Technical specifications and features:Producer: Creative®Model: Outlier SportsFlower: orange, green, dark blueMatme: plasticType: dynamic,
6mm Frequency speaker range: 20 Hz x 20 kHzThe length of cable: 0.5 m Resistance: 16 OmRegulator volume: theremeMicrophone: there Frequent Mic Range: 100 Hz x 10 kHzSensitivity: 42dBV / PaUpe Resistance: 2.2 kOhmSupported codecs: SBC, FastStream, aptXRadius work: up to 10 mType connection: Bluetooth 4.1Profils
Bluetooth: A2DP, AVRCP, HFPClass Protection: IPX4 (spray protection)Type of attachment: intrachannel with occipital arcTime of battery life: up to 11 hoursWe: 15 gupacing and bundling The packaging is made of dense cardboard in salad-black flowers with a front transparent window. At the top of the transparent insert is the name of
the headset - Outlier Sports, which immediately makes it clear to the buyer that the headphones can be used during sports activities. In the central part of the packaging, the black mold is fastened with headphones. Thanks to the transparent window, you can immediately evaluate the device and choose the most suitable color - orange,
green or dark blue. At the bottom of the front part are printed informative icons for understanding the functionality of products, the name of the company and the message of support for wireless mode of operation. Informativeness is done at a good level. So, on the back of the box you can find a brief description of the set, image control
and features of the headphones. The sides carry information about the design and possibilities of use. Inside the box, a comfortable round-colored black-colored case of black and support materials® is stored. USB charging cable (0.3 m);short and complete user manual; compact portable case; Appearance and features Garniture is a
two-speaker connected by a pleasing touch of a thin flat 58 centimeters long. The color scheme of the cable is presented on the market in three variants: bright orange, moderately green and dark blue. On the control panel is a charging indicator, a hole with a microphone and a micro-USB connector to recharge the battery. The presence
of silicone earbuds and additional holders - horns allow you to place the headphones quite tightly and comfortably in the ear area. Do not forget that the kit are additional linings, and find your size will not be difficult. The remote is made of unmarked black plastic rounded in shape and has three buttons that are marked by popular symbols
(q /o/-) and are easily found to the touch. The buttons are non-quex and do not dangle, click confidently and have a muted click. On the back of the remote made a small hole under the microphone. There is a micro-USB connector on the side of the console to connect the charging cable. The connector is protected by a stub from dust and
moisture. The headset can be charged from both the computer and the network adapter. However, it is worth noting that nowhere there is no protection against cable break, which can cause a rapid failure of headphones during active operation. Before operating pay attention to the silicone fixing linings that come in the set. Their shape
and size have different sizes, and if you are actively planning to use the headset in everyday life, it is worth to pick up an optimal size. The remote is closer to the right earpiece, and over time you will start to get used to the correct positioning of the headphones. Additional fixers in the form of horns only look frightening, in fact, they very
well fix the earpiece in the sink and do not give the slightest chance to fall out of the ears during active sports. By the way, the package includes an additional accessory - a clip in the form of a crocodile that serves to fix your cable at the folds of clothing. And even if during the operation still happened embarrassment, and the earpiece fell
out, the clamp will not fall to the ground and get lost. It includes a detailed instruction, which button, for what is responsible (also this information is on the packaging of the device). I must say that it looks stylish and prestigious. It's not a fabric or leather bag, but a practical round zipper solid case with moisture and dust protection. The
iPhone has the ability to display the device's charge level on the screen. Yes, it is. But it's worth making an adjustment that the headset is from Creative Wireless, and the farther away from you the device with a source of sound, the more energy is spent on transmitting the signal to the headphones. It is also worth including communication
during calls. Although it is officially announced that the radius of operation is 10 meters, but if you want your headphones to sound smooth, the optimal distance to the source should be no more than 6 meters. If you are in the same room with your phone, there will be no discomfort or sound. But, if you will be removed, and between you
will be a couple of concrete walls, the connection will disappear. The headphones have a good supply of sound level and excellent sound insulation for this kind of headphones. If you are in a noisy room, you will clearly hear the voice of the interlocutor or music, while external noises will be muted. First, it is universal and supports different
platforms. Used codes SBC, FastStream, aptX allow you to support even inexpensive smartphones and provide stability of work. Secondly, even while jogging or in the gym, your voice will be clearly discernible, as there is support for ClearSpeech Engine. This technology improves the transmission of your voice to the person you are
talking to. And thirdly, the headset has an IPX4 protection class and is not afraid of splashes and dirt, so the headphones can run even in rainy weather, but do not lower them in the water - they are not intended for this. At the recommended retail price of 5,990 rubles, Creative Outlier Sports is worth its money. Convenient format of use
during sports and high-quality materials perfectly showed themselves. During classes in the hall and on the treadmill, the sound was not distorted or lost. The interlocutors heard the voices during the telephone conversations. Convenient and understandable management, as well as working time without recharging (more than 10 hours)
very pleased. Not many intra-channel headphones can boast such a stock of work without recharging. In general, the headset leaves only a pleasant impression of use, of course, will find its buyer among active people. And don't forget that Creative always focuses on high quality sound and materials.Plus:Stylish design and pleasant
ergonomicsForestry time, more than 10 hoursManto and understandable controlAlity sound and voice protection from splashes and dustSty and compact case for carryingMinus: carryingMinus: creative outlier air sports manual. creative outlier sports user manual
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